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PACKAGING



How resistant should  
your packaging be?

1  �  LOADING, UNLOADING 
Your shipment will be loaded and unloaded  
a minimum of 6 times and will be moved  
along on roller conveyors. 

2 � �UNEVEN SURFACES 
Vibrations occur during 
transport, your shipment 
can shift around. 
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GEIS1

80 cm

3 �    PRESSURES 
Your shipment can 
be underneath of 
up to 2.5 m of other 
shipments.

4   SORTING 
Shipments are sorted automatically using  
top-of-the-line technology. 
Shipments must withstand differences  
in sorting heights.  
Potential risks: packages might collide and drop. 



Single wall cardboard:  
max. weight 15 kg

„L“ and „U“ shape cardboard corners.

Double wall cardboard:  
max. weight 30 kg

Tripple wall cardboard:  
max. weight 50 kg

Heavy duty cardboard boxes guarantee greater protection 
and reduce the risk of damages.

Standard Transport Packaging
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weight lim
it up to 50 kg

TYPES OF REINFORCEMENTS

Did you know?
Reinforcements ensure greater durability  
of packaging and increase load capacity  
by up to 20 %.

We require square 
tubes for round items 

and white stretch 
wrap.

QUICK TEST  
Packing must 
withstand the 
pressure of at 

least 5x shipment’s 
weight. 



FILLERS AND FIXING 
MATERIALS



PŘEPRAVNÍ OBAL 
Vhodný obal

The right positioning  
and packing rules:

3 � ���BOTTOM 
Sturdiest protection,  
impact-proof deformation zone. 

!  ���FIXATION 
Polystyrene parts are placed side by side  
not touching the product.  

2 � ���SIDES AND EDGES 
Prevents movement from side  
to side keeping your product  
at a safe distance from outer 
packaging.

1 � ���TOP 
Sturdy protection against  
load from above. 

Internal Packaging *
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Always keep in mind  
the value of your goods.
Saving on packaging material is not  
worth it. Financial loss can be many 
times higher.

2

1

3

!

Illustrative example



3 � ���DNO 
Nejsilnějsí�fixace, 
deformační�zóna�pro�nárazy
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Fillers and Fixing Materials*

Without void fillers the risk  
of damage is VERY HIGH! 

Type of fillers* Light Product Heavy Product

Bubble wrap

Polystyrene foam

Cardboard�void�fillers

Kartofix

Padpak cushioning

Air pillows

Additional�fillers:�FloPak�void�fillers,�corrugated�cardboard,�foam�profiles. 

Goods in packaging 
without�void�fillers.

* for visual guide see page 7

Damage statistics during 
transport: top face 10 %, corners 
8 %, edges 12 %, bottom 70 %. 
Shipments must contain void 
fillers.

12 %
LIGHT GOODS 
Soft and airy protection  
(foam�profiles,�FloPak�void�fillers)

HEAVY GOODS 
Strudy and compact  
protection�(polystyrene)

99 %
There is a 99 % change 
that your customer will 
not�be�satisfied�unless�
you�use�void�fillers.

10 %
8 %

70 %



3 � ���DNO 
Nejsilnějsí�fixace, 
deformační�zóna�pro�nárazy
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Visual guide to fillers  
and fixing materials

1 � ���Bubble�wrap

2 � ���Polystyrene�profiles

3 � ���FloPak�void�fillers

4 � ���Corrugated�inserts

5 � ���Cardboard�sheets

6 � ���Kartofix

7 � ���PadPak

8 � ���Foam�profiles

9 � ���Air�pillows 

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9



3 � ���DNO 
Nejsilnějsí�fixace, 
deformační�zóna�pro�nárazy
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Why void fillers
You will: 
•�fix�your�goods�in�your�shipment
• create deformation zones
•  prevent goods from moving within the packaging 

and thus prevent packaging deformations

SEPARATING EACH PRODUCT 
(grids, void fillers, wrapping).  
Two or more products MUST be separated from each other.
This prevent them from getting damaged.

1

3

2

4

Void�fillers�must�be�
higher than the goods.

LIGHT GOODS 
Soft�and�airy�protection�(foam�profiles,�FloPak�void�fillers)

HEAVY GOODS 
Strudy�and�compact�protection�(polystyrene)



ZALEPENÍ,  
UZAVŘENÍ ZÁSILKY

SEALING YOUR SHIPMENT



4 � �Label your shipment with  
one transport label only. 
 
Where to place shipment label  
Place your shipment label securely on the top face 
or on the side of the largest part of your shipment. 
If you need to use special handling labels, please 
place them next to the shipment label.
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Sealing and Labeling  
your shipment

2 � �Special handling labels do not 
substitute quality packaging 
and�void�fillers.�

3 � �Your shipment is transported 
in the most stable position.

1 � Use�the�double�H-taping�method�
to seal�your�package�properly.� 
If strapping�(PET/PP�strap)�is�
used it must�be�firmly�tied�to�the�
packaging. The strap must not 
overlap the label. We recommend 
using protective corners (plastic, 
paper)�under�the�strap.

Keep dry Fragile, 
Handle with 

Care

This way up

Special Handling Labels

Use your own company tapes  
with your logo.
You will assure originality of your packaging, 
better security as well as promotion. 
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Pack it right

max 50 kg

B

C

1 � �Pack it in a heavy duty corrugated cardboard  
box or in a square tube. 

2 � �Use�the�right�filling�and�fixing�materials.

3 � �Use the double H-taping method to seal your 
shipment�and�label�it�(one�transport�label�only).�

4 � �Weight Limit 50 kg.*

5 � �Dimesions limit:  
Length A = max. 200 cm  
and 
A + 2B + 2C = max.�300�cm.

Always keep in mind  
the value of your goods.
Saving on packaging material is not worth it. 
Financial loss can be many times higher.

A

*  Maximum weight and dimension limits 
may vary depending on the type of service 
and destination, see Geis Parcel CZ Terms 
and Conditions.
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Prohibited and Restricted Shipments *

Without a rigid protective packaging,  
in bags / sacks or only wrapped in plastic

Multiple-piece shipments 

Shipments containing explosives, arms 
and ammunition, flammables, hazardous 
chemicals and dangerous goods, see Geis 
Parcel CZ Terms and Conditions.

There is a risk that:
a) The�driver�will not be able to take it over.
b) We�will�be�forced to suspend the transport of your shipment.
c) Your�shipment�may�get damaged.
d) Your�shipment�may�damage goods of other customers.
e) Your�shipment�may�damage�property�of�freight�forwarder / carrier�(vehicle,�handling�equipment,�etc.).
This will result in your and your customer´s dissatisfaction and risk of additional costs for damages.

Wrapped in black or shiny 
plastic wrap

Canisters, cans, barrels

Shipments in suitcases with 
handles and buckles

Wooden crates

*Above are only examples, for the full list of prohibited and restricted items see Geis Parcel CZ Terms and Conditions point no. 2 .



Our�common�goal�–�a�satisfied�recipient  
who receives your shipment alright.

Always keep in mind the value of your goods.

Saving on packaging material is not worth it.

Financial loss can be many times higher.

We will provide you with a complete and custom-made�
packaging solution�(design,�optimization,�realization)�
contact�us:�obaly@geis.cz / info@geis.pl.


